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Message from the Chair 
Charles E. Mitchell, Professor

This spring we welcome our newest
faculty members: Dr. Eliza Calder
and Dr. Joaquín Cortés. Dr. Calder
and Dr. Cortés come to us from the
volcano dynamics group at the Open
University in London, England.  We
introduce them to you more fully in
the pages that follow.  Here I wish to

say how very pleased we are to have two such talented and vigor-
ous faculty join our Geohazards Signature Program.   This semes-
ter Dr. Sheridan will complete his last semester as a regular facul-
ty member at UB.  However, from what I can tell, Mike shows no
sign of slowing down in his research. Indeed, the opposite seems
to be the case! Stay tuned for yet more amazing work from this
fantastic team of UB volcanologists. 

As I write to you, we are searching for additional faculty members
in hydrogeophysics, remote sensing, and in the new area of nano-
geochemistry.  This last is an emerging field that is concerned with
direct measurements of the bacterial geochemical processes, at
the mineral-water interface, including microbially mediated
processes, mediation of geochemical interactions between ground
water and minerals and organic substances in the subsurface.  In
our case, we are especially excited about the prospect of adding
someone who will add to our program in environmental geology
and to its focus on contaminant hydrogeology.  Hydrogeophysics,
in which near-surface geophysical techniques are applied to
hydrogeological questions, is also an area of work that is key to
our program goals.  Remote sensing similarly provides critical data
for applications in climate change, integrated tectonics and basin
analysis, as well as volcanology and environmental geology. I am
looking forward to announcing hires in one or more (all!!) of these
areas in the next EPOCH.  

In November, for the first time in living memory, we met as a faculty
with the UB President and Provost in our very own seminar room
(it’s still glowing!).  President John Simpson and Provost Satish
Tripathi, together with Associate Dean Bruce Pitman, attended a
department faculty meeting at which we presented ourselves to the
new administration. In addition to describing our department and
summarizing recent accomplishments, we had the pleasure of pre-
senting our vision of the future for UB Geology.  As it happens, UB
has chosen to pursue a course precisely like that Geology chose
nearly 15 years ago (under the leadership of Mike Sheridan) to
identify a set of strategic strengths in which we could excel and
establish a unique program of national stature. Among the ten or
so strategic strengths that UB will pursue within the UB2020

growth plan, two different strengths align closely with our research
foci in Geology: (1) Extreme Events: Mitigation and Response
(EE:MR), and (2) Integrated Nanostructured Systems (INS). EE:MR
concerns the mitigation of hazards posed by earthquakes, vol-

canic eruptions, landslides, terrorist attacks, and so on, as well as
immediate to long-term responses to such events.  INS uses com-
ponents whose dimensions are on the nanoscale (in the range of a
billionth of a meter), a scale at which materials show quantum
effects that result in novel properties, allowing for the development
of incredibly beneficial new functions and products.  INS
researchers will pursue, among other things, the social and envi-
ronmental impacts of research involved in “miniaturization,” includ-
ing natural nanostructures in the environment and the impact of
engineered bioparticles and nanostructures in the environment.
UB Administration has expressed strong support for our plans to
contribute to both the Extreme Events and the Integrated
Nanostructured Systems strategic strengths, and we are very excit-
ed about the developments to come. You can read more about
UB’s new development efforts at http://www.buffalo.edu/ub2020/

Many of you certainly will have encountered the recent resurgence
of Creationist activity in the guise of Intelligent Design (ID). The
decision in the Dover, PA federal court case may have taken the
steam out of this juggernaut, but the pause will be temporary only.
You will not be surprised that, as a paleobiologist whose principle
research interest is evolutionary dynamics, I don’t have much
respect for the so-called scientific claims of ID proponents.  There
is no scientific controversy about whether humans and great apes
have a recent common ancestor or whether a hypothetical design-
er is needed to explain complex adaptations.  But the ID move-
ment does raise some very important philosophical questions for
our pluralistic society; questions that are especially acute for edu-
cational institutions and for us as scientists. It’s really these ques-
tions that fuel the continuing discussion and hesitancy that many
people feel about evolution:  What does an acceptance of human
evolution imply about purpose and meaning in life?  What are the
“proper” roles of empiricism and faith in an enlightened life?
Naturally (since evolution is all about variation, after all), the
answers that suit our individual needs differ considerably among
us.  How, then, do we live with these differences?  This past
September, in our Pegrum Lecture series, I summarized the ID
arguments and spoke about how we might seek to resolve the dis-
agreements. If you would like to watch a video recording of the lec-
ture, “Intelligent Design: Scientific Creationism’s Next Generation -
Faster, Smarter, & Still Wrong,” you can find it on our web page at
http://www.geology.buffalo.edu/announcements/pegrumlectures.sht
ml.  Click on the link “watch” at the end of the lecture title. 

The response to the new and reinvigorated EPOCH has been very
gratifying for us all.  We have heard many kind words for which we
are grateful, and we are especially grateful for your generous
donations. This year has seen a sharp rise in giving to UB Geology
and our programs and students benefit greatly from your support.
Ms. Shannon Bardo-Burkett (page 19) describes in this EPOCH

issue what your support has meant to her as a UB student.  Again,
thank you! We hope that you continue to enjoy reading about the
Department and that you contact us with your news and visit when
you can. 
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Welcome New Faculty!
Dr. Eliza Calder is the newest faculty member with the Department of Geology.

Beginning her term at the University this spring (2006) as Assistant Professor of

Geology, Dr. Calder brings a continuum of expertise in the areas of Physical

Volcanology and Hazards Research.  Dr. Calder received her BSc in Geology from the

University of Bristol, UK (1993), and her Ph.D. from the University of Bristol, UK (1999).

Positions held prior to her appointment with the University at Buffalo include a Royal

Society funded Research Fellowship at the Open University, UK (2002-2005) and a

Visiting Research Fellowship at the Hawaii Institute of Geophysics and Planetology,

University of Hawaii. With recent publications in Geophysical Research Letters and the

Journal of Volcanology and Geothermal Research, Dr. Calder’s research interests

include understanding the transport mechanisms of geophysical mass flows, especially

pyroclastic density currents, as well as the monitoring of active volcanic processes.

Much of her work has been based on studies made during the ongoing eruption of

Soufrière Hills Volcano, Montserrat. She has also worked on persistently active volcanic

systems characterized by strombolian and lava lake activity, especially Villarrica vol-

cano, Chile, where she has undertaken geophysical analysis of the time-varying nature

of mass and gas supply. UB Geology would like to welcome Eliza, who we know is a

wonderful addition to our department! 

Dr. Joaquín Cortés arrives in Buffalo to begin teaching as a Lecturer in the Department

of Geology for the spring 2006 semester. His area of expertise is Igneous Petrology with

a focus on the thermodynamics and geochemistry of magma recharging processes.

Dr. Cortés received his BSc in Geology from the University of Chile in 1994, his MSc in

Geology from the University of Chile in 1996, and his Ph.D. from the University of

Leeds, UK in 2005.  Prior to starting his Ph.D. research in 2003, Dr. Cortés held the

position of Geologist for Servicio Nacional de Geología y Minería in Chile (Chilean 

geological survey), where he performed field mapping, petrographic studies, and 

geochemical and geochronological analyses as well as publishing geological maps

with written stratigraphic and tectonic interpretations. With recent publications in The

Journal of Volcanology and Geothermal Research and Journal of Petrology. Dr. Cortés’

research interests include magmatic processes with emphasis in temporal changes, the

oxidation state of magmas and statistics applied to volcanology. Please join us in wel-

coming Joaquín to UB Geology!  

Dr. Eliza Shona Calder, Assistant Professor

Dr. Joaquín Cortés, Lecturer
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Dr. Michael F. Sheridan, UB Distinguished
Professor, to Retire after 41 years in Science

Not many people can say they’ve witnessed the impact of their life’s

work, but that’s simply not true for UB Distinguished Professor, Dr.
Michael F. Sheridan. A man who has spent nearly 1 of every 6

days out of the country since earning his Ph.D, Sheridan knows the

people who benefit from his work; he’s lived with them, studied with

them and in some cases, even adopted part of their culture.  As an

educator, he has mentored nearly 60 graduate students over a 41-

year span and has had many opportunities to work with his former

students in the field.  Sheridan notes the success his students

achieve, demonstrated time and time again by the prestigious posi-

tions they hold in their employment.  Not too shabby for a guy who

“happened” into his first geology class sometime in the early 1960s,

because the lab session fit into his football schedule.  

The mid 1960s were a busy time for Sheridan.  He was completing

his graduate studies at Stanford University, working part-time at the

USGS (on a full tuition scholarship), held another part-time job to

provide for living expenses, and married and started a family with

his wife, Jan.  He remembers the many months during the next ten

summers doing the field work required for his mapping project on

the Bishop Tuff.  Particularly, Sheridan remembers camping in the

wilderness (rattlesnakes in abundance), with his wife.  Jan remem-

bers the experience of living in the desert for two months in a

Volkswagen camper with an outhouse and a cow stream for bathing

as a bit challenging.  Not to mention, it was over 100 degrees every

day and she was pregnant with their first child! In later years Dr.

Sheridan, his wife and three elementary age children camped out in

tents in the wilderness of the White Mountains for 3 weeks, while Dr.

Sheridan mapped with his field assistant. 

On another field excursion later in his career, Sheridan and col-

leagues Scott Borg, and Ed Stump along with Antarctic survival

guide Phil Colbert, participated in a 6 week expedition up Scott

Glacier and along the Trans-Antarctic range toward the South Pole.

In addition to their sleeping quarters they had a four-man cooking

tent in the center of which they would dump their hot cooking

grease. Since they were camping on a 1-mile thick ice sheet, this 

hole became quite deep and was renamed the “Hole to China.”

One day Borg decided to show everybody a neat match trick; he

flicked the match head to light it, and catapulted it up into the air to

create a miniature flying fire bomb.  The match (un-intentionally)

landed into the grease-filled “Hole to China” and with a big

WOOOOF, a huge flash of fire shot up, singeing the facial hair of all

four of them.

Michael Sheridan never intended to go into Volcanology; petrology

and mineralogy being his focus areas in graduate school.  However,

a NASA expedition to Hekla Volcano Iceland in 1970, had an imme-

diate and lasting impression on him.  It was then, while standing on

the moving lava of Hekla, Sheridan witnessed his first active vol-

cano.  Dr. Sheridan notes that it was this very moment that made

him want to study active volcanoes.  “This is what I want to do, to

study active volcanoes. I just changed my career right on the spot.

I think it was instantaneous.  It was so exciting!”  says Sheridan,

remembering the experience.  Throughout the 1970s and 1980s,

Sheridan worked his way up the ranks at Arizona State University

from assistant, to associate and eventually, full professor.  It wasn’t

until early 1980, while on sabbatical at the University of Pisa (Italy)

that Sheridan began exploring volcanic hazards.  He credits fellow

colleagues Franco Barberi and Mauro Rosi, for sparking his inter-

continued next page

Dr. Sheridan in his
football gear.

Heather A. Kornacki
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continued on page 15

Dr. Sheridian & students on a field trip to Mexico in the early 1990s.

est in this area.  Sheridan wanted to help people better understand

active volcanoes near their homes and improve the safety of nearby

neighborhoods, saying “It’s very important for me, working with peo-

ple who can take this information and use it.”  Since that time,

Sheridan has become an international expert on volcanic hazards

and identifying threats.  For instance, Sheridan forecast the April 16,

1991 eruption of Colima in Mexico, following a climb to the summit of

the volcano two weeks earlier. A computer model developed by him,

determined for the first time the probability that pyroclastic avalanch-

es - hot, dense volcanic flows of ash and gas would reach various

locations around the volcano.  Sheridan, who has been a visiting

(international) professor on at least ten separate occasions, contin-

ues to work with volcanologists and local authorities across the globe

to interpret data and develop risk models so that appropriate action

can be taken in emergency situations.  He also leads workshops and

short courses in volcanic hazards, many of which are taught by him

in the native tongue, so that information can be easily understood.  

When asked how he has developed into the scientist he is today,

Sheridan credits many people for their influences.  From his high school

mathematics teacher, Walt Waskiewicz at Suffield Academy, to college

professors Jerry Brophy (Mineralogy/ Petrology), Konnie Krauskopf
(geochemistry), and George Thompson (Geophysics) to fellow col-

leagues, including those he spent time with at the USGS, Paul
Bateman and Robert Smith. Sheridan, credits Bateman and Smith, for

helping refine his Ph.D. thesis (which was ultimately published as a map

for use by the agency) saying, “Robert Smith came all the way from

Washington, DC to spend a week in the field with me and changed my

whole way of looking at it [Ph.D. thesis]…He really influenced me...”

Having spent so much time abroad, Sheridan also gives credit to the

cultures of countries he’s visited, namely Japan, for influencing his

thought processes about time management and effective leadership. 

In 1990, after helping ASU develop one of the strongest volcanology

groups in the nation at that time, Sheridan left to assume the position

of professor and chairman at UB Geology.  During his time as chair-

man (1990-99), he worked hard to build consensus among faculty,

using many of the leadership techniques he learned in Japan.  He

helped guide the department through difficult changes, cultivating

foci of strength.  Sheridan feels that by the time he stepped down as

chairman, there was a feeling of cooperation and respect within the

department, feelings that continue to this day, saying “I’d like to

believe that this was engineered by design... Consensus got us to

this point and consensus keeps us together.”  Knowing that it’s

unusual, especially in an academic department to find this kind of

cooperation, Sheridan is proud of this accomplishment.  

Other fond memories Sheridan remembers include the field trips he

and his students used to take to Mexico to study Popocatépetl

Volcano, among other places; his fondest memory being the inaugu-

ral trip with a group of UB students to see Popo and Pico.  During this

trip in 1991, the vehicle he was driving got separated from the

Mexican leaders and his students J.C. Komorowski and C. Siebe,

when heading into the city of Cuatla (a City that is well-known for their

dried worms, gusanos).  Upon entering the city the group came upon

a "Three Kings Celebration" which had them temporarily stuck in one

spot for a while until they eventually they found the others. Then, the

following day on a dirt road in the middle of nowhere in the high

Mexican desert of Serdán, the front wheel fell off one of the vans.

After taking the van apart and waiting about 3 hours, the vehicle was

repaired and the caravan moved on to Xalapa..

When talking about UB Geology today, Sheridan notes the current

research his graduate students are working on, and how the results

of that research will have long-term impacts on volcanic hazard stud-

ies; impacts that are already being felt strongly - even now, in Latin

America and into Europe.  Sheridan is also excited about the depth

in which the department takes its research focus areas. He feels that

continued from previous page...
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It has been announced recently that 

Dr. Allen-King and colleagues have been

awarded $1.2M to study the processes that

affect the fate of the contaminant (Figure 1)

carbon tetrachloride (CT) in groundwater at

DOE’s Hanford site, Washington. The three-

year project is funded through the competi-

tive Environmental Management Science

Program (EMSP) of DOEs Office of Science.

It represents a new collaboration between

Allen-King, a hydrogeochemist, expert sedi-

mentologist Dr. Gary Weissmann at the

University of New Mexico, and a stellar team of geostatisticians and hydrogeolo-

gists from Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) under the direction of 

Dr. Christopher Murray. The project is titled: “Geochemical and physical aquifer

property heterogeneity:  a multi-scale sedimentologic approach to reactive solute

transport.” The properties of groundwater aquifers are spatially complex and we

have only limited access to ‘see’ into the earth through drill cores that sample a

very small proportion of the whole. This leads to poor ability to predict contami-

nant transport for the purposes of evaluating the risks to human and environmen-

tal health, or to plan clean up. The project team’s approach to this limitation is to

estimate the spatial properties of aquifers that control contaminant movement and

degradation using a multi-scale sedimentological framework – in effect, using an

understanding of the sediment transport and deposition processes that generated

the different packages of aquifer sediments to both construct a ‘picture’ of the

subsurface sediments and to understand the potential of the different packages

to react geochemically with the contaminants (Figure 2). This project is one part

of Allen-King’s research portfolio, which seeks to provide means to improve our

understanding of anthropogenic organic contaminant transport in ground and sur-

face waters. Such improved understanding leads to improved cleanup design

and reduced uncertainty in risk prediction. Allen-King is looking forward to work-

ing with the new research students that will join her group to work on this project. 

DR. RICHELLE M. ALLEN-KING TO LEAD 
$1.2M DOE FUNDED PROJECT ON 

CONTAMINANTS IN GROUNDWATER

Figure 2. Conceptual model. Lithofacies (i) have distinct 
distributions of the hydrologic transport parameters
hydraulic conductivity (K), sorption distribution coefficient
(Kd) and transformation rate (characterized here simply by
k). Chemical and physical differences arise from varying 
proportions of source materials (rocks, autochthonous car-
bon sources, etc.) sorted by erosion, transport and deposition
processes, overprinted by subsequent diagenesis and result in
predictable contaminant velocity variation (Va, b or c)

between facies. 

Figure 1. Cross section (SW-NE) through CT disposal area showing that CT occurs throughout the depth of
the unconfined aquifer. Borehole sampling locations shown by vertical- lines.

Richelle Allen-King, Associate Professor
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A Hydrogeologist in Wonderland
Matthew Becker, Associate Professor

It might surprise you to hear that the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center would invite a specialist in

ground water to come visit for a year.  After all, there isn’t much that a hydrogeologist can see from

the ground (the proverbial submarine races) much less from space.  NASA’s Earth Observing

Science mission, charges it to understand the water cycle, and ground water is part of that cycle.

Also, it isn’t exactly true that there is nothing to be seen from space.  Lakes and streams are actually

ground-water “outcrops” and surface waters can be detected using visible, infrared, thermal, and

radar sensors in space.  Shallow ground water changes the surface soil moisture and acts as a heat

sink.  Springs can be detected from space even where they discharge under water, due to the tem-

perature contrast between surface and ground water.  Where the water table declines, it sometimes

leads to land subsidence, which can be detected (at mm scale) using radar interferometry.  In large

aquifers, changes in water storage produce changes in the gravitational field which are measurable

from space.

In pursuit of this admittedly distant goal, I packed up my wife and three boys and moved us all

down to Takoma Park, Maryland (near Washington D.C.) for a year during my 2004-2005 sabbatical.

I received an appointment as a National Research Council Associate which funded the whole thing.

I was lucky to have the opportunity to work with some very talented folks in the Terrestrial Hydrology

Program at NASA.

We worked to incorporate ground water into existing models of water cycling by combining remotely

sensed data with numerical ground water simulators and geographic information systems.  One of

our field sites is in Northern Wisconsin, where thousands of kettle lakes “reveal” ground water.  PhD

candidate Kyle Fredrick developed high-performance numerical models of the area that were cali-

brated to water elevations measured from the ShuttleRadar Topography Mission.   M.S. candidate

Ashish Daw used thermal data from the ASTER satellite to look at heat balance on those lakes.

Another M.S. student, Rob Piurek, looked for the influence of ground water on wetland vegetation in

the region.  Meanwhile, I was off in Albuquerque trying to see if we could measure the transfer of

ground water to atmosphere by phreatophytes (plants with roots in the water table) like cottonwood

and salt cedar in the Bosque along the Rio Grande.

In all, it was a great way to spend a sabbatical. I learned a few things, published some papers, met

some very smart people, and ate a lot of crab cakes.  My kids were happy to live somewhere where

there is snow AND hills for sledding!  We are happily back at our home in Snyder (NY) and I am try-

ing to get back into the swing of things.  I have been spending more time on my first love, fractured

rock hydrology, but continue to keep my research in remote sensing active.

A typical forested wetland in the Northern
Highland Lakes Region of Wisconsin.  These 
persistent wetlands are either isolated, associat-
ed with ground-water springs or adjacent to
other surface water features of this complex
glacial terrain.

K. Fredrick using the "rover" station of the
Topcon RTK-GPS, to measure lake, stream,
and wetland water elevations for inclusion as
high-accuracy observations in a regional
ground-water model.
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This year I’m focusing on getting my research program off the ground.  Following a

summer field season in Arctic Canada, the fall semester started with an open

house for the ‘paleoclimate’ lab, when my new graduate students and I were able

to show off our fully operational cosmogenic isotope extraction facility and lake

sediment lab.   

We are beginning several projects relating to glacier/ice sheet history and arctic

climate change.  Jay Szymanski (MS student) is using pro-glacial lake sediments

in Arctic Canada to reconstruct Holocene glacier activity. This study is part of a

broader project to use lake sediment records to understand climate change of the

last 2000 years in the Arctic. Yarrow Axford (visiting PhD student from the Univ.

of Colorado), with help from Elizabeth Thomas (laboratory assistant; BS Smith

College), is using fossil midge (insect) assemblages preserved in lake sediments

as a quantitative tool to reconstruct temperatures of the Holocene and earlier 

arctic warm periods.

Steve Warren (MS student), who worked in the cosmogenic isotope facility this fall

as a research assistant, will be collecting boulder samples from moraines in

Alaska for cosmogenic exposure dating.  We hope to constrain better the timing of

glaciation in Alaska and resolve an active debate in east central Alaska regarding

the age of several prominent moraine systems.  Dale Hess (PhD student, NSF-

IGERT Fellow) is working with colleagues to develop an exciting new numerical ice

sheet model.  Dale will combine ice sheet simulations with the rich record of ice

sheet flow that is preserved in a variety of glacial landforms across western New

York to improve our understanding of ice sheet processes.  We also hope to learn

more about the glacial history of our backyard and how New York’s landscapes

have been impacted by ice sheet processes.

We’re excited about our research and are especially looking forward to getting out

into the field next summer!

Briner and Students Deep into 
Glacier/Ice Sheet History and Arctic 
Climate Change Research Activities

Jason Briner (right) and colleagues are getting dropped off at an arctic
ice cap that they are studying.

Jason Briner, Assistant Professor
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M.I. Bursik Receives NSF Grant:  Project
to Help Volconologists Determine Age                   
& Pattern of Past Eruptions

Dr. Marcus Bursik received a $204,318 grant from

the National Science Foundation to apply artificial

intelligence techniques to stratigraphic correlation.

The project has been funded for two years and is

titled "Development of an Intelligent Aid in Litho- strati-

graphic Correlation." The project will develop a com-

puter-based, decision-aid system that will help volca-

nologists to match or correlate eruption layers among

stratigraphic sites, hence to determine age and pat-

tern of past eruptions.  This will ultimately help with

hazard assessment of complex volcanic fields.

Galina Rogova, mathematician and Adjunct Professor

in the School of Engineering and Applied sciences, is

co-investigator, and develops the techniques used in

the research.  The first efforts of Drs. Bursik and

Rogova -- which were funded through the university --

will be published in "Computers and Geosciences,"

and concern a test of the use of Artificial Neural

Networks and Evidence Theory to match volcanic

tephra layers among sites at the Mono Craters, CA

(see figure).  The techniques were applied to a sparse

dataset of sedimentological characteristics, yet yield-

ed excellent pattern matching capabilities among the

sites.  Currently, clustering techniques are being used

to distinguish among groups of tephra layers having

different geochemical signatures.

Dr. Bursik heads the department's Signature Program

in Geological Hazards and Risk Analysis (www.geolo-

gy.buffalo.edu/research/index.shtml), which is devoted

to fundamental research on geohazards from the

modeling of physical systems to their relationships

with society.

Marcus Bursik, Professor
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The Lava Lab on the 8th floor is now home to 9 graduate students,

and 2 undergraduates, who are all involved in various aspects of

volcanology or planetary research, or both!  I received a grant from

NASA to map a large portion of the surface of Mars in an attempt to

better constrain that planet’s complicated history; 2 graduate stu-

dents are helping with that enormous task.  Other students are look-

ing at magma/water interactions at Earth’s mid-ocean ridges; study-

ing volcanoes on Io (Jupiter’s innermost, and volcanically active,

moon); examining lava flows in Idaho; and squirting wax or corn

syrup into tanks in the basement lab to understand lava flow and

lava lake processes.

My fieldwork in the summer of 2005 was concentrated on the Snake

River Plains in southern Idaho.  I have an on-going project there in

collaboration with Dr. Susan Sakimoto (U. of Notre Dame) and Dr.
Scott Hughes (Idaho State U.).  NASA has provided us with funds

to investigate the volcanoes there because the landscape is so simi-

lar to what we see in many places on Mars.  Our hope is that if we

can understand what controls the morphology of these features on

Earth, we can use that information to infer the eruption processes

acting on Mars.  I also spent a couple of weeks with Ph.D. candi-

date Abigail Semple looking at enormous, ancient rhyolite lavas in

Idaho.  As always happens in a successful field season, we raised

more questions than answers, and I look forward to continuing these

projects this summer.

Lava Lab, NASA-Funded Research
Keeping Dr. Gregg & Students Busy

Tracy K.P. Gregg, Associate Professor

SW Idaho, near the town of Givens. 

SW Idaho, near the town of Givens. 
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The UB Rock Fracture Group has been quite active on three

fronts: field work in NYS, negotiating with various entities to

retrieve a horizontal core from the active Trenton/Black River

play, and the Eastern Section AAPG and NYSGA meeting to

be held here in the Fall, 2006.

This summer we worked in the Mohawk Valley, Skaneateles

and Owasco lakes, Norwich, NY, and in western NYS. In the

Little Falls (Mohawk Valley) area Paul Agle and I are map-

ping to better determine the history and types of faulting in

the region, and the relation of faulting to fluid migration and

dolomitization (Mississippi Valley type). The complex faulting

shows a history of fault reactivation as the continental plate

drew near to the Taconic trench, with younger faults devel-

oping parallel to the trench. All these faults continued mov-

ing after collision, and also appear to have been active

quite early in the Taconic cycle. In the Skaneateles area,

Josh Stroup and I found good evidence for faulting, includ-

ing slickenlines. The cool thing is that a reef is localized

along the fault block edge, and then continued movement

faulted the reef. These faults are along the general trends I

proposed from integrating EarthSat (1997) lineaments with

gravity and aeromagnetics back in 2002. In the Norwich

region Kelly McGuire and I found two exciting sections that

showed intense fracture cleavage development and more

stratigraphic zones of “roll-ups” (soft sediment deformation)

than I have ever seen before in one creek—even more than

that creek in Allegany County (for those of you who remem-

ber --the “George’s Creek” section). Gerry Smith and I

spent a week working in the Southern Tier of NYS, especial-

ly in the conglomerates of Little Rock City –so beautiful, and

exciting for depositional models. Also neat for glacial—we

found that one of the “buildings” in Little Rock City is upside

down and on top of another—we think that the last glacial

advance in this region must have plucked this house-sized

block and transported it, turning it over as it brought it up

onto the other blocks—cool-huh? We also examined zones

of folded Upper Devonian sandstones farther east. All these

deformed intervals support the notion that development of

the Appalachian Basin was accomplished at least partly by

faulting (with significant seismic activity)—not just a passive

sagging of the continental crust. The coring project has

been a 4-year process--trying to find a company that was

willing to take a core in the Trenton/Black River play in the

Finger Lakes region, and then negotiating with DOE as part

of our $911,000 research grant. The contract was finally

signed about 2 weeks before Christmas, days before the

company was supposed to reach core point. But as soon as

the ink dried, the company had serious trouble with the well.

About two months later, we retrieved the first horizontal core

from the Trenton/Black River in the northern Appalachian

Basin – about 1.75 miles down. We plan extensive study of

this core this summer.

Robert D.  Jacobi, Professor

Deformed Upper Devonian sandstone in central NYS. (Picture by Dr. Smith).

Deformed Upper Devonian sandstone in central NYS. (Picture by Dr. Smith).
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Since the last EPOCH the research of Dr. Michael
Sheridan has focused on development and testing

of a new computer code called TITAN2D that simu-

lates geophysical mass flows (pyroclastic flows,

avalanches, and lahars) over realistic natural ter-

rain. This work was supported by two, simultaneous

3-year NSF grants and involved several co-investi-

gators at UB. Some research topics related to the

TITAN code that were published this year dealt with

calibration of rock avalanches at Mount Rainier

(Washington), distribution of pyroclastic flows at

Volcán Colima (Mexico), and potential hazards to

Arequipa by debris flows at El Misti Volcano (Peru).

Other research projects include the investigation of

the welding of the Bishop Tuff (California) using a

computer model for cooling and compaction. This

model will allow the determination of emplacement

temperature of welded tuffs based on their vertical

density structure. Another published work reported

on the formation of curious accretionary lapilli at El

Chichon (Mexico) during its 1982 eruption due to

the incorporation of small bits of vegetation during

the blast. Authorship of these publications included

several of his former PhD students: Bernard
Hubbard UB ’01, Jean-Claude Komorowski ASU

’91, Jose Luis Macias UB ’94, Clause Siebe ASU

’92 and Yunpeng Wang UB ’95.

In order to inform researchers around the world

about the TITAN model and to encourage its adop-

tion for use in hazard assessment at active volca-

noes Dr. Sheridan and Dr. Marcus Bursik organ-

ized a TITAN workshop for the International

Association of Volcanology and Chemistry of the

Earth’s Interior (IAVCEI) General Assembly Chile.

Dr. Sheridan also presented the TITAN component

of workshops on computer models in Mexico and

Costa Rica. Last year he also organized symposia

for the European Geological Union in Vienna and

the IAVCEI meeting “Cities on Volcanoes” in Quito.

Active projects begun this year include investiga-

tions presented at meetings or submitted for publi-

cation on the hazards that mudflows at El Misti vol-

cano presents to Arequipa (Peru), a simulation of a

deadly debris flow at Irazu Volcano (Costa Rica),

recent pyroclastic flows of El Reventador (Ecuador),

potential lahars at Tungurahua Volcano (Ecuador),

location of hazardous areas in the environs of

Cotopaxi Volcano (Ecuador), volcanic risk probabili-

ty for the next 10,000 years at Yucca Mountain

(Nevada). Current UB students serving as authors

of papers on these topics include: Adam Stinton,
Becky Williams, Brett Burkett, and Adam Toy.

Although Dr. Sheridan will retire in May 2006, he will

remain active as an emeritus professor. His future

research goals will be to complete several projects

that are partially finished. This would probably

involve studies in Kamchatka, Mexico, and Italy. He

would also like to begin a new project on the vol-

cano-tectonic synthesis of the Caucus Mountains of

Georgia and Azerbaijan as it related to potential

economic deposits of ore minerals.

This fall his course “Preventing Geological

Disasters” was selected by The Chronicle of Higher

Education as the course of the week. One of the

main projects of that course was to follow the

response and reconstruction of the New Orleans

area following Hurricane Katrina.

Michael F. Sheridan, UB Distinguished Professor

TITAN2D Model Helps with Calibration of
Rock Avalanches in US and Abroad



A little about where we’ve been…

Ice cores are a natural archive of our planet's fluctuating temperature and atmos-

pheric composition, and are considered by paleoclimatologists as the Rosetta

stone of past climate information. Within these ice core layers are chemical and

physical indicators of past temperature, storminess and greenhouse gas concentra-

tions.   From the 1970s until mid 1990, UB ice core research was making head-

lines, paving the way for future scientists.  In 1975, Dr. Chester Langway,

Professor and Department Chair until the early 1990s, established the Ice Core

Laboratory (ICL), which housed the largest collection of ice cores in the world at

that time. With more than $5 million in research grants from the National

Science Foundation and other sponsors, Langway conducted many projects with

graduate students, Kazuo Osada, Kirk Miller (MA ‘78), George Klouda (MA

‘77) and Brenna Lorenz (MA’ 80) to collect and analyze shallow, intermediate

and deep ice cores from Greenland and Antarctica.  Langway developed new field

methods and perfected techniques for acquiring, measuring and analyzing glacier

snow and ice for geochemical, geophysical and paleoclimatic data.  He pioneered

research in the study of glacial ice and was US Chief Scientist of the first interna-

tional Greenland Ice Sheet Program (GISP).  Langway, along with Research

Associate Professor, Dr. Hitoshi Shoji, worked to drill completely through the

Greenland ice sheet in 1981 at a site called Dye-3.  Shoji, who was with the ICL

from 1978-87, played a key scientific role in field and laboratory research related

to GISP. In 1987, Hitoshi returned to Japan, but continued to be involved in

cooperative research with ICL and perform collaborative laboratory and field

research on polar ice cores.  Simultaneously, Dr. Parker E. Calkin, Professor

from 1965-99, was conducting his own research in glacial geology and arctic cli-

mate change.  Calkin studied the histories of glacier fluctuations across the state

of Alaska, especially in the Brooks Range in northern Alaska and the coastal

Alaska Range in southern Alaska.  Although retired, Calkin still visits southern

Alaska and conducts research with former graduate students including, Dr. James

Ellis (PhD’82, MA ’78, BA ‘70), Dr. Leah (Haworth) Evison (PhD’88), Dr.

Gregory Wiles (PhD ’92), Dr. David Barclay (PhD ’98), and Dr. Tom Lowell

(PhD ’87). The influence of former UB faculty is still highly regarded as having

had a profound impact on how present day scientists study climate change.  So

we wondered - just how deeply has UB Geology’s early work impacted the study

of climate change today?  

Climate Change Research:  
Advancing Geosciences
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(Top-Left) Painting by R. Ranic on the door to the Ice Core Lab.  Peter Avery rescued
this painting from the garbage dump by finding a diamond saw and cutting it out of
the aluminum door.  The painting was framed, and now hangs in our seminar room.
(Top-Right) Chet Langway 1990. (Middle & Bottom) December 1994 fieldwork in
Antarctica, Parker Calkin, Greg Wiles and David Barclay. Campsite near Mt. Sidley and
Chris Dorion organizing the food boxes.

Heather A. Kornacki
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What our alumni are doing…

Climate change research helps us to understand, assess and

predict global change. Climate change science is a broad

field of research that bridges historical (instrumental)

records of climate change with information reconstructed

from the geologic record.  For example, experts at

University of Maine’s Climate Change Institute

(http://www.ume.maine.edu/iceage), lead major scientific

investigations to unlock the secrets of climate change – past,

present and future, and study its impacts on humans and

the ecosystem.  The Institute was founded in the early

1970s, and today employs three UB Geology alumni; Dr.

Paul M. Mayewski (BA ’68), Professor and Director, Dr.

Karl Kreutz (BA ’92), Assistant Professor, and Dr. Andrei

Kurbatov (PhD ’01, MA ’97), Research Associate.   The

multidisciplinary Institute is broken into four research areas,

Anthropology, Climate, Paleoecology, and Earth Systems.

Within these areas, the Institute employs experts who are

responsible for activities such as collecting ice and lake sed-

iment cores, mapping former glacial deposits, and comput-

er modeling that ranges from ice sheet modeling to atmos-

pheric modeling to ocean modeling.  In addition, the insti-

tute houses archeologists, anthropologists, historians and

biologists who collect climate change data all over the

world.  Paul Mayewski has been directing the Institute since

2002, and has brought many projects to the organization,

including “Greenland Ice Sheet Program 2,” (GISP2) and

“International Trans Antarctic Scientific Expedition”

(ITASE).  

Mayewski credits Langway and his colleagues for both maintaining

the first U.S. national ice core storage facility and being the first to

drill deep ice cores anywhere.  In 1988, following in the wake of

Langway and the original Greenland Ice Sheet Program, Mayewski

started looking at the chemistry of ice cores, and was appointed as

U.S. Chief Scientist of GISP2 by the National Science Foundation.

“It all starts someplace and for the US community it certainly starts

with Chet and Mike [Herron]” says Mayewski, who credits

Langway and Ph.D. student Michael Herron (PhD’80) for being

the first (to his knowledge) to look at the chemistry of ice cores.

“Chet and Mike studied the dissolved chemistry - the major ions,

NaCl, Potassium, Magnesium chloride, sulfate, nitrates in ice cores

and these together represent about 95% of all the dissolved chem-

istry in the atmosphere. They did some of the first measurements

demonstrating that you actually could get real numbers, did some of

the first studies that demonstrated that you could use these things to

depict yearly events (because they would peak during certain times

of the year), and were some of the first to demonstrate what the dis-

tribution of the concentration was in the polar latitudes.  We were

fortunate enough that our research coincided with the advent of

some pretty major expansions in instrumentation - like ion chro-

matography, and more recently ICPMS and mass spectrometry

techniques.  We have been able to greatly expand not only the num-

ber of chemical species but also the detection level because of this

instrumentation.” (Dr. Susan L. Herron (PhD’82), was also a grad-

uate student of Dr. Langway’s, conducting research on cores from the

West Antarctic Ice Sheet during this same time.)  GISP2 led

Mayewski and his team to sites Langway had visited, including

Camp Century and south Greenland Dye-3.  Mayewski’s group tra-

versed across north, south and central Greenland collecting shallow

cores and looking for another site that would give them a deeper

record, verifying earlier findings of Langway, and others, including

Willi Dansgaard and Hans Oeschger.   Between 1989 and 1993,

Mayewski and his GISP2 colleagues drilled at a site on the summit

of the Greenland Ice Sheet, uncovering records that demonstrated

rapid climate change events - very fast moving high magnitude

events - were in fact real.  “In truth, it was the pioneering work of

Langway, Oeschger and Dansgaard that had first indicated in the

Dye-3 cores that something like this might occur, but they were

never able to demonstrate it.  Either because the resolution of the

record wasn’t great enough or they only had a single record, and you

couldn’t tell whether the abrupt change events were simply deforma-

tions of the ice or real environmental records. Because we in GISP2

had a companion core 30 km away that was run by the European

program called GRIP [Greenland Ice core Project], we were able to

demonstrate that both ice cores had these abrupt events at exactly the

same time.  They were separated by a great enough distance that we

could demonstrate that this was not something related to the ice

dynamics.  It was a very important change point for the field of cli-

mate change because it demonstrated that natural climate did not

necessarily always operate slowly and in very small increments, it can

operate very, very fast and have a large degree of change.”

Since that time, Mayewski has coordinated the ITASE

Project which includes 20 countries that work collaborative-

ly to investigate recent (approximately 200 to 2000 years

(From top to bottom) Paul Mayewski
(BA’68), Andrei Kurbatov (PhD’ 01, MA’
97 ), Karl Kreutz ( BA’ 92 ),  December
1994, Fieldwork in  Antarctica, practicing
Glacier Travel with ropes, crampons and
ice axes. 
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ago) climate change through the recovery of ice cores across

Antarctica.  “The Antarctic ice sheet provides us with basi-

cally an endless supply of varied meteorological and atmos-

pheric chemistry stations in the form of ice cores so where

ITASE has already taken Antarctica from the most poorly

understood region on earth - with respect to climate - to now

perhaps one of the best understood for time periods on the

order of more than 100 years ago to about 1000 years ago,

because of these detailed records.” Mayewski says.  The aim

of the program is to understand temperatures, past precipi-

tation, past atmospheric circulation patterns and past

changes in the chemistry of the atmosphere.  And to see

which portions of the Antarctic ice sheet will respond (and

when they will respond) to the warming that will occur in

the future over the Antarctic ice sheet in the Southern

Hemisphere.  In addition, the project creates a baseline so

that scientists can begin to detect, in advance, significant

pollution of the atmosphere created by human activity. “We

hope to have a baseline in place in the southern Hemisphere

that will show us what the natural environment is and

demonstrate whether or not change is really above and

beyond that.” says Mayewski.  

Similar to Mayewski, Dr. Karl Kreutz’s research interests

include the Earth’s climate history and looking deeper at the

mechanisms responsible for spatial and temporal patterns of

recent climate variability.  Much of Kreutz’s current work

focuses on atmospheric and hydrologic dynamics in high-

latitude and high-elevation regions through a combination

of modern process studies and ice core recovery and analysis.

Recently, he and his colleagues returned from the Dry

Valleys region of Antarctica where they worked to collect

and develop high-resolution ice core records from the region

and provide interpretations of inter-annual to decadal-scale

climate variability during the last 2000 years.  “Our research

in the Dry Valleys is part of several national and internation-

al programs that seek to understand Antarctica’s role in the

global climate system.  For example, recent temperature

trends in various parts of the continent (rapid warming on

the Antarctic Peninsula and cooling on the polar plateau)

and glaciological changes (collapse of several ice shelves)

have shown that Antarctica is sensitive to both internal and

external climate forcings, and the longer perspective avail-

able from ice cores and other paleoclimate archives can pro-

vide valuable information on the mechanisms responsible for

these changes.” explains Kreutz.  The Dry Valleys form a

unique transition between coastal and inland climate

regimes, and the ice cores that Kreutz has recovered from

alpine glaciers are being used to study the region’s response

to major climate events including the Little Ice Age and

Medieval Warm Period.  In collaboration with colleagues

from New Zealand, the results of this project have highlight-

ed the importance of the El Niño Southern Oscillation in

modulating temperature and atmospheric circulation in the

Dry Valleys on 3-5 year timescales.

For the past several decades, scientists have analyzed volcanic

signals in ice cores to confirm previously-developed time scales

and evaluate the impact of large volcanic eruptions on climate.

Ice cores are the only known medium that preserve both solu-

ble and insoluble components of volcanic eruptions, allowing

the evaluation of many different types of volcanic eruptions

over much longer time scales than available through the study

of instrumental records alone. Dr. Andrei Kurbatov, explains

“This area of research is extremely interesting because it con-

stantly pushes instrumentation and technology to its limits.”

Kurbatov literally searches for micron-size particles (deposited

over the area of one square centimeter), and measures particle

composition and chemistry of the surrounding ice from sever-

al samples from Antarctica, to establish the chronology of

Antarctic volcanism.  Volcanic records in ice cores help scien-

tists like Kurbatov to determine how many climatically-signif-

icant volcanic eruptions have occurred over the last 400,000

years and understand the magnitude and climatic impact of

these events.  

What our alumni say about their time at UB Geology…

So, how did UB Geology impact these alumni?  The answer:  In

different and meaningful ways.  And it seems that early work

done in the department continues to impact their careers, even

today.  Kreutz says his experiences at UB Geology inspired him

to pursue graduate work in paleoclimatology, “Being exposed to

the wide variety of research that Geology faculty were carrying

out at the time made me realize that a career in academia could

be exciting and rewarding.” Mayewski talks about how enthusi-

astic he was his sophomore year about geomorphology and gla-

Parker Calkin 1983.

Chet Langway in ICL 1975: Photo by Edward L.
Nowak, SUNYAB.

Dye site Greenland Langway Antarctica 1989.

Byrd Surface Camp.

Hitoshi  Shoji 1979: Photo by SUNY Buffalo 
Public Affairs.
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cial geology and that at one point he approached Dr. Calkin and asked him if he was going to do work in Antarctica.  “In

retrospect I understand it’s a little hard to say ‘yes’ you are going to be working in some place. But over the next couple of

years Calkin wrote a proposal … it was funded and I was involved in the field program with him.  We spent a couple of

months in the field together in Antarctica. Calkin was the first person to show me how to function in a remote environ-

ment, how to take care of myself, how to develop maps and basically instilled in me the excitement about studying past cli-

mate. After I left the field in 1969, I was absolutely convinced that I wanted to work in polar regions and an extreme region.”

Mayewski also credits Dr. Dennis Hodge for teaching him what it means to be a professor, “I’ve kept up a very close con-

tact with both Parker and Dennis over the years and in fact a book that I wrote for the public that came out in 2002 [The

Ice Chronicles] has sections that describe Dennis and Parker’s importance to me personally but also how their contributions

made their way through field of ice core research.”  Kurbatov, whose experience at UB Geology is most recent, credits

the Volcanology program, and particularly the mentoring of Dr. Marcus I. Bursik and Dr. Michael F. Sheridan,

for providing him with the right balance of field work activities, computer training and research in volcanic cloud

physics.  “I think I brought to ice core research a good understanding of how volcanic eruptions take place and what

kind of products different eruptions are producing. It helps dramatically when we are searching in ice core records

for different volcanic eruptions.”  

What’s next…?

UB Geology continues to conduct climate change research.  Dr. Jason Briner, a recent addition to the department

(2005), focuses on climate change in arctic regions.  Briner and his colleagues use lake sediments, obtained in a sim-

ilar fashion to the way that Mayewski and colleagues collect ice cores, to reconstruct past environmental changes.

“The Arctic is especially sensitive to global warming.  Computer model predictions show that the Arctic will warm

much faster than the rest of the globe.  Instrumental records are already showing this pattern; although the globe

has warmed slightly less than one degree Celsius over the last century, the Arctic has warmed by a couple degrees

Celsius,” Briner says.   Briner and colleagues are working to obtain a history of temperature fluctuations from pre-

historic times up to the present in order to evaluate human-induced change in the context of natural change, and

to predict which parts of the Arctic may experience the most dramatic change. 

Given its past history of climate change research and the current relevance of climate change to society, UB Geology is seek-

ing to expand its climate change program.  Look for more climate change research at UB in the near future!
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Ice Core Lab – View across storage facility shows lots 
of silver tubes filled with ice.

Susan Herron in ICL 1979: Photo by SUNY Buffalo
Public Affairs.

Michael Herron in ICL 1979: Photo by SUNY
Buffalo Public Affairs.

Dennis Hodge 1997.
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the department is well-positioned for growth and continued

success, and that with the new faculty hires to be made, the

department will have the faculty needed to grow its graduate

programs.  Sheridan hopes that university support continues

with the addition of more resources in the future.    

With all his traveling and research activities, you’d think Mike

Sheridan would like to come home and put his feet up.  Not

likely, especially when you have a llama farm to take care of!

Sheridan, who took a liking to the animals after three field sea-

sons in Bolivia, manages an award-winning farm (something

he credits his sanity to) with more than 13 llamas.  When you

ask him what his secret is for winning county, state and nation-

al awards, he says “time and attention.”  He feeds each ani-

mal himself and gives each one personal attention every sin-

gle day, to develop a good relationship with them.  

It seems to some that Mike Sheridan never slows down; he

works diligently to promote UB Geology, he works purposeful-

ly to educate his students, and he continues to work on issues

to improve the lives of people throughout the world.  While his

“Zen-like” philosophy of accepting the issues we face, such

as time, have influenced his priorities, he has managed to be

very productive, create quite a reputation throughout the

world and impact many.  While he is retiring at the end of this

academic year, that doesn’t mean a reduction in his work

load.  There’s research to finish, grants (maybe even a book)

to write, animals to feed and exotic places to see.  Although,

the next time he’s in Mexico for field work, he might pass on

the hotel by the border; the one you can still get for about $10

a night.
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Dr. Michael F. Sheridan Retirement, continued from page 3

SEND DR. SHERIDAN A CONGRATULATORY MESSAGE!
Want to send Dr. Sheridan a congratulatory message on his

retirement? Complete the enclosed form and send it back to

us by fax (716-645-3999), by mail (in the enclosed, postage-

paid envelope) or by e-mail (geology@buffalo.edu), and we'll

make sure he gets it!

WE NEED PICTURES!
The department needs pictures of Dr. Sheridan for a special

surprise we're working on. If you have some you'd like to

share, send them digitally to hak4@buffalo.edu or by US mail

to: UB Department of Geology, 876 Natural Sciences

Complex, Buffalo, NY 14260-3050. If you'd like your pictures

back, please include a self-addressed, stamped envelope! 

You’re Invited!  
Help Us Celebrate!
Dr. Michael F. Sheridan will retire in the spring, after 41-years

in science education and research.  On Friday, May 12, 2006,

Dr. Sheridan will give a commemorative speech at the

University Inn (Amherst, NY).  All friends and alumni are invit-

ed to attend this event, celebrating his career.  Please call

716-645-6800, ext. 6100 to RSVP, or visit us on the web at

geology.buffalo.edu to learn more.  All friends and alumni are

also invited to attend the department’s graduation ceremony

on Saturday, May 13th at 11:00 AM in the Natural Sciences

Complex.  A reception with an extensive hors d'oeuvres dis-

play will immediately follow the ceremony, so bring an

appetite.  Reservations are required, call for details.  Both

events are free and open to the public.

Dr. Sheridian with his award-winning llama, Winstar.
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Fall 2006 New York State Geological
Association (NYSGA) and 
Eastern Section American Association of
Petroleum Geologists (AAPG) Meeting
Both meetings will be held back-to-back in Buffalo during the fall, 2006 (see our websites  http://ubevents.org/regengine/event-

page.php); Dr. Robert Jacobi is Chair for both meetings (Taury Smith is co-chair for the AAPG meeting). An immense amount of time

has gone into planning for these meetings—but after much time sampling the wares at various hotels, Dr. Jacobi is coming to some

solid conclusions—we should do this more often. We have planned 13 field trips looking at everything, from glacial history and environ-

mental disasters to hard rocks in the Canadian Shield to history of oil development to sandstones and fractured shales. Field trip lead-

ers from our department include Drs. Becker, Mitchell, and Smith, and grad students Phil Stokes and Jay Zambito. Please come if

you can. The rocks, the talks and the celebrations we promise will all be great. 

Dr. Paul Reitan, Professor Emeritus, and co-conveners, Sue Kieffer, Ean Zen, and Allison (Pete) Palmer, have been invited

to organize a Pardee Symposia, “Geosciences and the Media:  How Can We Better Communicate the Imperatives of

Sustainability?” Pardee keynote sessions are special events of broad interest to the geoscience community. They represent

hot issues on the leading edge in a scientific discipline or area of public policy, address broad fundamental issues, and are

interdisciplinary. Selection for speakers is on a competitive basis; eight Pardee Symposia will be scheduled for the 2006

annual meeting of the Geological Society of America, which will be held in Philadelphia, PA, October 22-25.  If you’d like more

information, please contact Dr. Reitan at preitan@buffalo.edu.
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AlumniNOTES

We’d like to thank everyone for their information and encourage

you to visit the department’s Web site at: www.geology.buffalo.edu,

where an on-line Alumni Notes section can be found.  We encour-

age you to visit often and communicate with your classmates,

friends and professors.  

Alumni are listed in alphabetical order, by the date of their highest

UB Geology degree.

2000s

Deyo, (nee:  McGuire) Melissa, BS ’02:  I joined Severn Trent

Labs, an environmental testing lab, in 2002 starting off as an

Organic Preparation Technician and was recently promoted to

GC/MS Analyst.  I reside in Niagara Falls with my husband and 2

year old daughter.  

Polovich, (nee:  Pietraszek) Jane, MA ’02, BA ’99:  I’ve

worked as a geologist/hydrogeologist at CRA since August

2001.  I was married in September 2002, and my husband and

I had our first child, a daughter, Evelyn Josephine, on July 21,

2005.  I’m on the board of the Buffalo Association of

Professional Geologists, and encourage all UB students, staff,

and alumni to join this worthwhile organization.

Rengstl, James, BS ’05:  I’m pleased to announce that I’ve

secured employment shortly after returning home from Nevada.

I’m working for a nationwide engineering firm called Gannett

Fleming Inc. and am in the midst of my third week of employ-

ment. I’m working as a staff geologist as a member of the envi-

ronmental group that primarily focuses on consulting. I’m happy to

say that the job is going well. Here’s a link to the company’s

wesite and feel free to email me if there are any questions.

www.gannettfleming.com.  Hope all is well and good luck with

the new semester.

1990s

Bieber, (nee:  Kliese) Tricia, BA ’99:  Rick Bieber (MA ’02, BA

’98) and I were married in August of 2000.  With the birth of our

twins, Jonathan and Quinn (7/28/04), came the decision to leave

the consulting world and start a new career in education. I’m cur-

rently teaching high school physics and chemistry in western

Washington. 

Kim, Jonathan, PhD ‘96: I’m still working at the Vermont Geological

Survey.. I’ve been in Vermont since I left UB in 1996. I’m currently

working on projects involving bedrock geologic mapping, natural-

ly-occurring radioactivity in ground water, nitrate contamination of

bedrock aquifers, and rock slide mitigation. I still ride my bike,

hike, and ski a lot.

Maraldo, Dean, BA ‘91: Since I left UB I moved to New York City

and started working for an environmental consulting firm, then

after a couple of years I got hired by the U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency, New York City Regional Office. I worked in the

Superfund program and up until last November, I was managing

the Hudson River PCBs site. In November 2004 I accepted a

great offer to work in EPA’s regional office in Chicago. So now I

live in the mid-west with my wife, 3 boys (a 4-year old and 1-year

old, identical twins), dog, minivan, and station wagon. Needless

to say, they keep me really busy.

Raby, (nee Hauptfleisch) Tamara, MA ‘98, BA ‘95: Since graduat-

ing from UB, Tami has pursued her geologic career in the environ-

mental industry. She worked at Blasland, Bouck, and Lee in

Syracuse, NY from 1997 through 2001, and since that time she

has worked at Earth Tech in Amherst, NY. In 2002, Tami married

John Raby (a UB geology graduate, BA 1996, also currently work-

ing as a geologist in the environmental industry at CRA in Niagara

Falls, NY). John and Tami currently reside in North Tonawanda (a

Buffalo suburb) with their one year old daughter, Madison who was

named after the Madison River where John and Tami honey-

mooned. As a family, the Raby’s enjoy camping, hiking, and fly-

fishing in their spare time.

Zack, Dino, MA ’98, BA ’93:  After graduating from UB with a

Bachelor and Masters degree in geology, I started work with a

small consulting firm prospecting for oil and gas in and around
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AlumniNOTEScontinued

New York State. For the past seven years (and presently), I work as a geologist in

the environmental field with Earth Tech out of the Buffalo office. In 2001, I married

Amy Hattler, a consultant in the Sweet Home school district, and built a home in

Lancaster, New York. We have two beautiful and healthy children, Colton (born

10-2-04) and Carly (born 3-25-05). Since graduating from UB I have been very

active in several professional organizations and rock and mineral clubs. In my

spare time, my family and I are very busy gardening, fishing, canoeing, hiking, and

collecting rocks and minerals. Presently, my main hobby centers on the collection

and study of luminescent minerals. Over the past several years I have lectured to

several schools and various clubs and professional societies on mineral lumines-

cence (…please contact me if you are interested in mineral luminescence!). 

1980s

Bernard-Mark, Patricia, BA ’85:  Teaching for 20 years.  This is my sixth year as

the Science Department Chair at my school.  A member of the National Science

Teachers Association, I teach gifted science to 8th grade students.  I am married

to a UB alumni and the mother of two girls, Rene, 16 years and Amber 11 years.

I’ve been living in Florida for the past 14 years.

Talkiewicz, Joe MA ‘86:  I have two sons, Kieran (10) and Daniel (3).  I used to

work at World Trade Center, Tower 1, 73rd floor.

1960s

Kirst, Paul, MA ’67, BA ‘64:  I am pleased to see that summer field camp is alive

and well at UB, and still located in the west.  I attended the first joint venture

Wyoming/Buffalo field camp in 1964.  It was a very rewarding and memorable

experience.  The western camps are far superior to those in the east.  When I

taught at Emory in the early 80’s, they ran a field camp in the north Georgia moun-

tains.  It was a hell hole of high humidity and bugs with few outcrops.  Fortunately,

it was one of those that went belly up. I appeared on the last page of the last issue

of the EPOCH.  In the black and white photo in the center of the page, I am at the

far right.  I believe that was taken during a geology department field trip to the

College Park area of PA during spring break 1964. Y’all keep up the good work.

Luther, Frank R., MA ’68, BA ’65: Frank earned his PhD from Lehigh University

(’76) and retired in 2003.  He spends his time fishing, hunting, camping, canoeing,

and making maple syrup, also, repairing his old farm house. He is a volunteer

firefighter and treasurer for the Helenville Fire Rescue District.
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Why It Pays to Work Your Butt Off
By Shannon Burkett (nee: Bardo), UB Geology Graduate Student

In the spring of 2005 I was fortunate enough to receive both the

James P. Owens Award and the Reginald H. Pegrum Award.  I am

honored to have been granted such privileges, and I am writing

this article in hopes that others will try their hardest to do so as

well.

For each award received, the recipient is granted a fair sum of

money.  The money came at an important time in my career as a

geologist.  Earlier in the year (January-ish), I committed myself to

the graduate geology program here at SUNY Buffalo.  My thesis

topic, as I was informed, would require extensive field work; and

fieldwork, by its very nature, is not cheap. 

Coming from an underprivileged, single-parent family didn’t help

the situation either.  So, armed with only a topic and a pile of

papers for reference, I entered into a period that is well known

among researchers:  The Proposalinian Period! (*gasp*).  To make

a long story short:  every proposal that I submitted was rejected,

leaving me in a bit of a jam.  Without the assistance of outside

monetary resources, not only would I be unable to pay for the

looming travel costs associated with my proposed field work, but

the equipment necessary to do the research.

Jump forward several months to May of 2005.  By this point I had

completely forgotten about fieldwork.  Bogged down by school

work (LOTS OF IT), several part-time jobs, and keeping my ailing

mother’s house intact, I simply didn’t have the time or the energy

needed to beg for money.  I just put everything into God’s hands

and continued to work my butt off.

On May 14, 2005, the geology department had its annual award

ceremony.  On the same day, Craig McClarren notified me of a

field experience opportunity in Colima, Mexico.  I was excited at

the prospect, but my excitement quickly turned to frustration when

Craig informed me that I would be responsible for all transporta-

tion and living costs en route to and during my stay in Mexico.

Hardly having enough money to keep a car on the road, I was left

with no choice but to decline the offer.  Somewhat bummed after

coming to this realization, Brett Burkett, now my husband, encour-

aged me to stick it out through the ceremony; and, I did.  To my

surprise, I received both the Owens and Pegrum awards. 

The awards were a blessing.  Without them, I would not have

been able to experience the thrill of studying an active volcano,

nor would I have been able to afford the equipment that made

each field excursion (Mexico and my own research in

California) as successful as they both were.

Shannon Burkett, while doing scholarship-funded field work.

A Word About Alumni Giving…
Alumni support through donations helps us to maintain our pro-

grams at the highest level - to replenish teaching laboratory

equipment, purchase up-to-date computer equipment for instruc-

tion in the latest analytical methods, and to offer geological field

trips as an integral part of many of our classes, class field trips

and student club activities, among other benefits.

We also use money donated to the Department to form a series of

scholarships that encourage academic excellence among our stu-

dents, reward their personal achievements, and support their par-

ticipation in research and scientific meetings.  Thanks to all alumni

and friends who have supported UB Geology in 2005; donations

are up more than 50%, directly impacting the level of support we

are able to provide students like Shannon Burkett (see article

below).  

If you'd like to make a gift to UB Geology, please contact us at 

716-645-6800 x 6100 or e-mail us at geology@buffalo.edu.
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Donations to UB Geology

Mr. David L. Aloysius

Dr. Ellen S. Baker

Ms. Shannon Bardo

Mr. Paul M. Basinski

Mr. Dale A. Becker

Mr. David A. Boehm

Burlington Resources/Meridian Oil Foundation

Mr. George E. Campbell

Mr. Andrew J. Cohen

Mr. Stephen C. Condon

Mr. Albert J. Connolly

Colonel Michael J. Carroll

Mr. Donald J. Drazan

Dr. Leah Ann H. Evison

Mr. Stephen K. Falkowski

Ford Motor Company Fund

Mr. Oscar F. Forde, Jr.

Mr. Brayton P. Foster

Mr. Bill Frederick

Mr. Allewis S. Greninger

Mr. Edward R. Hart

Mr. Garrett G. Hollands

Dr. Donald M. Hooper Jr.

Mr. Gary S. Kent, Sr.

Ms. Heather A. Kornacki

Special Note:  In addition to those recognized above, there were many anonymous donations.  If

we’ve unintentionally left you off the list, please contact UB Geology at 716-645-6800, ext. 3983.

Dr. Frank R. Luther

Mr. Andrew J. Maslowski

Mr. Stephen R. Maxwell

Mr. Daniel S. Meisen

Dr. Charles F. Metzger

Mrs. Doris M. Millholland

Ms. Eileen T. Mohr

Mr. Brian K. Montroy

Mr. Richard C. O’Hern

Mr. Bertil W. Rolander

Mr. Arthur N. Rosenshein

Mr. Salvatore Schillaci

Mr. Thad P. Stry

Mr. Jack F. Sweeney

Dr. P. Michael Terlecky

Dr. Irving H. Tesmer

Mr. John W. Tewksbury

Mr. L. Austin Weeks

Mr. Donald R. Wiesnet

Mr. Charles E. Winship

Mrs. Julie T. Wortham

Mr. James R. Wysor, Jr. 

Xerox

Thank you to the following alumni and friends who have donated to UB Geology during the 

last fiscal year (January 1, 2005 – December 31, 2005).
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Water, mud, debris and a restless
volcano: a recipe for disaster
Rebecca Williams, UB Geology Graduate Student

Lahars, or volcanic mudflows can

occur without warning, and not

always during times of volcanic activ-

ity.  These flows are mixtures of water,

sediment (from ash to boulder size

particles) and vegetation picked up

by the flow as it travels down a valley.

Lahars are particularly dangerous to

communities near volcanoes. As the

flows travel down the volcano flanks,

they incorporate a large quantity of

sediment and rock fragments, making lahars very destructive.

These gravity driven flows descend valleys, but their large volume

enables them to overflow their banks to cover lateral areas of low

gradient. This results in distal communities being unexpectedly

inundated, sometimes with catastrophic consequences.  The 1985

Nevado Del Ruiz lahar inundated the town of Armero, Columbia,

killing more than 23,000 people. 

The common occurrence of lahars

and their effects on volcanic commu-

nities demonstrate the need to con-

sider the hazards on individual

drainage systems for specific volca-

noes. In this way, accurate inundation

zones and hazard maps can be gen-

erated so that catastrophic events

can be reduced.  My research, under

the guidance of 

Dr. Sheridan, uses the newly devel-

oped Titan2D code and Geographic

Information Systems (GIS) to consid-

er the effects of future lahar events on

the city of Latacunga, Ecuador.

Latacunga is the largest town of the Cotopaxi region with a popula-

tion of 52,000 and is situated on the banks of the Rio Cutuchi, the

principal drainage channel of the south flanks of Volcán Cotopaxi.

This city has been devastated five times in the past by lahars from

Cotopaxi.  The last event was in 1877 when around 300 people

died, and much of the city was destroyed, including a textile facto-

ry.  This lahar was generated when pyroclastic flows melted snow

and ice on top of the volcano and it flowed at speeds greater than

that of galloping horses according to eye witness accounts.  Events

of this type are likely to occur in the future and concern has been

growing about the vulnerability of Latacunga as Cotopaxi is still an

active volcano.

The Titan2D model is able to simulate the two phases (liquid and

solid) of lahars.  The model was developed here at UB by the

Geophysical Mass Flow Group – a collaborative effort involving

many departments including the Geology Department.  The simula-

tions run over real topographic data derived from satellite data and

field data collected in the summer of 2005.  This research uses the

model to simulate lahars of various scales that flows down the Rio

Cutuchi through Latacunga.  These simulations output a variety of

data including flow inundation area and velocities.  These inunda-

tion areas are overlaid onto data about the city itself in a GIS.  This

data includes information on residential areas, regions of com-

merce, bridges, roads, schools, markets and other social data.  By

analyzing the potential inundation zones from different scale lahars

with this city data allows me to make an assessment on the impacts

of future events.

This work, which was presented at the “Cities on Volcanoes 4” confer-

ence held in Quito in January ’06, will be useful for local civil defense

authorities to make decisions about hazard mitigation for Latacunga.
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This years Winter Party was hosted at Banchetti’s by Rizzo’s

banquet facility in Amherst, NY on Saturday, November 12,

2005.  The party was sponsored by the UB Geology depart-

ment and Graduate Club.  The party was held in the Rose

Room, which is one of the larger rooms, containing a huge

dance floor.  No complaints were heard about the food and

drinks provided - especially the drinks!  The jazz band was led

by a UB sophomore, Nelson Rivera, who played a variety of

music that had many out on the dance floor, many of whom

were trying their best to dance to jazz!

Raffle tickets were available prior to the winter party for

door prizes so that if someone could not attend they could

still participate and help the Geology Graduate Club spon-

sor the winter party.  Donations for door prizes this year

came from many local venders like the UB Bookstore, Carrabba’s, EMS, Golf Galaxy, Duff’s and many more.  The UB Geology

Undergraduate club donated a pack chair for the door prize, towards the end of the night, the dance floor became a favorite place

for picture taking. Overall, a good time was had by all!!
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UB Geology Winter Party 2005

UB Geology Grad Club, Helping 
to Build Lasting Friendships 
Among Students
Sarah Black, UB Geology Graduate Student and President, 
UB Geology Grad Club

Jenn Lougen, UB Geology Graduate Student

The graduate students in the department have had a very active

semester.  The grad club put on a successful Winter Party at

Banchetti’s on November 12th.  Along with the winter party, the

grad club has also held a bake sale and co-sponsored a tubing

event at the Colden Tubing Co. in January.  Many graduate stu-

dents have also organized their own events outside school.

Several holiday, birthday, Simpson’s, and Family Guy parties, in

addition to aHalloween pumpkin carving contest and geology-

inspired costume party have helped to promote friendship within

the department.  There are several possible activities for the

Spring 2006 semester, including: the spring picnic, sales of

Geology paraphernalia, trips to the Herkimer Diamond Mine and

a Finger Lakes wine tour.  This year’s officers are Sarah Black
(president), Sara Hansen-Hedgecock (vice-president), Wil
Shaffer (treasurer), and Jen Somerville (secretary).  The club

senators are Craig McClaren, Paul Agle, and Shannon Burkett.
Elections for the 2006 – 2007 officers and senators will take place

at the end of the Spring 2006 semester.
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The year of Fall 2005 to Spring 2006, the Undergraduate Geology Club was man-

aged by our brilliant president Vicki Everette, with her team of geologists:

Barbara Delaney as Vice President, Meghan Crane as Treasurer, and Kristen

Paris as Secretary.  This past fall as the club began the new year, we enjoyed

many new activities and events.  We also tried to include many community serv-

ice projects into the agenda.

One such festivity was the camping trip in November to Allegany National Park.

It was a weekend trip with beautiful weather for hiking and camping at the Red

House Camp Site.  Our site included three rustic cabins with a couple of bunk

beds, so no one was sleeping on the ground.  The days included us mostly walk-

ing the trails and sitting around the camp fire telling stories.  There was that one

occasion a black bear wandered on to the site looking for leftovers, but mostly

the wildlife just left us alone.  The last night of the camping trip included a rous-

ing game of bocce ball, which was played with colorful flashing balls so we could

see them in the dark.  At the end every team won at least once.  Overall this

camping trip was a great experience and everybody is looking forward to next

year’s trip.  Just be careful on the ride home, which one of our officers did have a

mishap with the local deer.  

As the semester progressed we participated in some community service projects

that included helping the less fortunate by donating canned food and clothing, as

well as a small donation of books.  Other creative activities included making

cards for children that were going to spend Christmas at the hospital; the most

popular theme was dinosaurs with Christmas wreaths.  At the beginning of the

semester we donated money to help with the Katrina relief effort, and cleaned up

the Duttweiler Estate located in Holland, NY just south of Buffalo metro area.  At

the Duttweiler Estate we cleared out the cabin, and cleaned almost every surface

we could reach.  By the end of the day the place was sparkling, but there is still

much more needed to be done.  We also had bake sales to help raise funds for

upcoming activities and events, and each bake sale was a great success.

The last activity enjoyed by the club and its members was Midnight bowling at

Transit Lanes.  It was a great turnout with free bowling and great music all night

to 3 am.  Most of us could barely get a strike but had a great time trying.

After this semester I can actually say I have a lot of great new memories and

even greater new group of friends.  I hope this coming spring brings new adven-

tures and stories to be told for many club meetings to come.

Undergraduate Geology Club
Barbara Delaney, UB Geology Undergraduate Student
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Remember When...



Holocene

Pleistocene

Pliocene

Miocene

Oligocene

Eocene

Paleocene

Present Day

0.01 mil yrs. ago

1.81 mil yrs. ago

5.33 mil yrs. ago

23.03 mil yrs. ago

33.90 mil yrs. ago

55.80 mil yrs. ago

An interval in time or particular point in time 
used as a reference point.Epoch


